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Executive Summary

With a 25 times increase in applications for emergency care packages to The Trussell Trust between 2010 and 2019, the pandemic can be said to have highlighted and cemented food poverty as one of the most important topics in contemporary British politics.

Conducted during the pandemic lockdowns, this report aims to map out the perceptions of food bank volunteers and food poverty academics on reasons behind the usage and need of food banks. Pre-pandemic, issues of time in making healthy meals, the price of resources, and lack of access to supermarkets were flagged as key barriers; during COVID, these further included problems of a lack of internet access for online shopping, closure of local food banks depriving ability to purchase cheaper resources, and a general increase in poverty.

Policy Recommendations:

- As directly drawn from respondent suggestions, policies that emphasise autonomy, large-scale tackling of poverty, and increasing the supermarket presence to a community establishment should be encouraged.

- Furthermore, the report suggests a chronological series of policies to mitigate food poverty throughout the need cycle:
  
  o **Prevention**: monitoring and recognising those at risk of food poverty, conducting a welfare reform, and institutionalising ‘soft’ skills such as budgeting and cooking to improve people’s interactions with food.
  
  o **Long-term interventions**: Providing training and advice as a means of regulating the density of fast-food outlets and increasing the ability for community-grown produce.
  
  o **Crisis Management**: a comprehensive signposting effort to help those in need know where to go for support, prioritising speed and autonomy.

The report also provides further qualitative evidence for the theory of the “food desert”, a geographical isolation of communities from access to fresh, affordable, healthy food.
Introduction

In 2020/21, it is estimated that 4.2 million people lived with food insecurity.\(^1\) The pandemic has magnified the situation nationwide, with the majority of Greater Manchester’s boroughs seeing almost half of its child population living in poverty.\(^2\) Food inequality has been at the forefront of British politics and media: from a worrying increase in demand for free school meals and food banks, to the widespread criticism of the government’s response to holiday hunger. The plight facing families has been highlighted by campaigns such as that of Manchester United footballer Marcus Rashford, whose publicised appeals aided in a cooperative effort between food bank volunteers and the hospitality industry to increase supply during the pandemic. Politically, there have also been some ground-breaking initiatives, such as the Manchester-based ‘Right to Food’ movement, which stirred national political turbulence in the summer of 2020.

Whilst it is encouraging to see such initiatives, it is feared that the full extent of the pandemic is not yet visible, and more needs to be done to mitigate the long-term impacts on our most vulnerable. Once again, the uneven outcomes in a crisis reflect a structurally unequal system. As with most societal injustices, the inability to fully access adequate and fresh food arises from disparities in income, ethnicity, gender, and geographical factors.

An understanding of so-called ‘food deserts’ is integral to any policy response to the above issues. The term ‘food deserts’ itself remains a contested theoretical terrain in urban studies, but is commonly used to refer to areas of socio-economic deprivation with poor access to healthy and affordable food.\(^3\) Existing research explicates the relationship between limited food access and more serious health problems in residents.\(^4\) Furthermore, investigations into food deserts display a distinct lack of work at Lower-Layer Super Output Areas (LSOA) and does not direct sufficient attention towards the inherently local character

---


of food poverty.⁵ Local level analysis of households thus is a valuable tool in researching the nuances of food poverty, wherein vast changes can be observed over relatively small distances across different neighbourhoods.

The impact of COVID-19 on how people interact with their local food system demands attention. The consequences of school closures, increased unemployment, shielding measures, and worsening mental health, among an array of other complex factors, require an in-depth examination to propose effective solutions for those most in need. Because of this urgency, this research aims to produce meaningful results that can aid the policy change we believe is fundamental to tackling inequality. The key focus is to explore how ‘food deserts’ affect access to affordable, fresh fruit and vegetables in high deprivation areas, taking an approach which aims to incorporate the views of those most involved with food provision into constructive policy guidance. The implications of the findings aim to inform the debate on food poverty by demonstrating the multi-causal nature of food deserts and their links to wider poverty, as well as and emphasising the importance of autonomy as an essential structure around which policy should be constructed.

---

⁵ End Child Poverty, “Child Poverty in your area”.
Literature Review

Food Poverty in the UK
Food poverty has been increasing in the UK over the last ten years. In part, this is the result of the continuation of austerity and the resultant restructuring of the welfare system. A constitutive part of this restructuring is the implementation of Universal Credit which replaced the prior system of complex social security benefits.\(^6\) Since the launch of Universal Credit in April 2013, food poverty among low-income families eligible for assistance has increased significantly.\(^7\) Indeed, food provisions by Trussell Trust, who organise roughly 60% of the U.K’s food banks, increased 25 times between 2010-11 and 2018-2019.\(^8\) More recently, the handling of the COVID-19 pandemic has contributed to a sharp rise in food insecurity which has newly exposed many households and contributed to the quadrupling of food poverty rates among adults.\(^9\)

Food insecurity can take numerous forms, from skipping meals to being unable to maintain a balanced diet, as was highlighted by a study showing that those experiencing food insecurity had less access to fruit and vegetables during lockdowns.\(^10\) Unsurprisingly the pandemic made it more difficult for some to access food: lockdown rules prevented the sharing of meals with wider family and friends, isolation or shielding often required food deliveries which added delivery costs to many people’s already stretched budgets and, as people bulk bought items, many cheaper items sold out, leaving only expensive alternatives.\(^11\) Consequently, many households have turned to the voluntary sector, which has assisted

---


millions during the pandemic. However, such aid can be unstable and many struggle to access such support, as charities are consistently overstretched. Moreover, as with any form of inequality, food insecurity particularly affects certain socio-economic groups. Racialized minorities experienced higher levels of food poverty throughout the pandemic, whilst adults with severe disabilities faced five times the level of food insecurity than adults without, while families with children also disproportionately suffered.

*Manchester*

Additionally, the increase in food insecurity has not been uniformly distributed across England, with the COVID-19 crisis making salient the UK’s regional health divides. This has highlighted the north of England as being especially vulnerable to food insecurity. In Greater Manchester it is estimated that before the pandemic 620,000 people in the region experienced food poverty out of a total estimated population of 2,835,686 as estimated by ONS in 2020, with the proportion increasing as the pandemic continues.

Although there have been previous programmes attempting to tackle food poverty (i.e., ‘No Child Should Go Hungry’, Food Poverty Alliance), a system operating based on just-in-time supply chains has inevitably been confronted with stockpiling and supply issues resulting from COVID-19. And pre-existing structural inequalities in areas such as income, mobility and social support have undermined the efficacy of such interventions. Local data reveals the extent of the pandemic’s role in exacerbating these pre-existing inequalities: FareShare, a food redistribution charity, nearly doubled its output of food in the first two weeks of lockdown. Moreover, new inequalities have been exposed in accessing food, such

---

12 Goudie and McIntyre, “A crisis within a crisis.”
13 Ibid.
14 Ibid.
17 Power et al., “How COVID-19 has exposed inequalities in the UK food system.”
as insecure employment and reduced obtainability of items in supermarkets, which interfere with conduct commonly adopted in low-income households, including purchasing items at a reduced cost at multiple different supermarkets.19

Food poverty is more likely to occur in deprived areas with health inequalities in Manchester observable at a ward level.20 It is estimated that nearly half of Manchester's neighbourhoods are in the most deprived 10% in England.21 Illustrative of localised inequality between regions, every borough within Manchester, save for Stockport and Trafford, report at least a tenth of their household population living with food insecurity. 22 These figures thus uncover the striking differences between neighbourhoods. Resultantly, to understand the impact of COVID-19 on food insecurity we have decided to focus our work on a local-level analysis of these wards. As there is not a national consensus on how to measure food poverty, we have decided to conceptualise food poverty through a geographical concept, ‘food deserts’, which has been used to understand the poor access to food in deprived areas.23

**Food Poverty and Food Deserts**

Food poverty can be identified as the inability to access affordable and healthy fresh food.24 Food deserts are therefore a form of this, often in the geographical sense of how far people are from healthy and affordable fresh food. This is vital to research in building a stronger understanding of the experiences of food poverty in Greater Manchester, and more specifically, of the Harpurhey ward. The term ‘food desert’ is contested in theoretical and social research and could be divided into smaller categories based on whether the barriers to fresh food are physical, financial, or down to the mental attitudes of the shopper.25 This acknowledges that the obstacles to fresh food may not simply be one of space and distance, but apply in areas of poverty and deprivation as well as being dependent on a person’s

---

23 Dianna Smith and Claire Thompson, *Food Deserts and Food Insecurity in the UK: Exploring Social Inequality.* (Oxfordshire: Taylor and Francis, 2022).
24 Walsh, “Food deserts.”
individual circumstances. However, this creates a large data scope of unsupportive food environments and attempting to cover it all would not result in the rich data in one area that this study is aiming for. It is vital though to consider that this field is more complex than just physical access to fresh food; the physical area can impact how people shop as well as the mental and financial factors involved, and this research therefore aims to provide a base from which further research can be conducted.

In addition, it is in these areas in which physical access to food is limited that people are also more likely to face mental and financial barriers. Public health authorities have shown particular interest in food deserts within urban areas with limited access to fresh food. This is important because people in urban areas would be expected to have efficient access to food but this is often denied in more deprived areas. Food deserts are therefore characterised by deprived areas with little access to affordable fresh food within a reasonable distance. A definition for food deserts to work from is based on the scarcity of food retailers in geographical areas, such as “urban zones with 10 stores or fewer and none with over 20 employees”. This is connected with, although not interchangeable, with ‘food insecurity’ and food poverty; based on the inability to access or eat healthy and nutritious food or being worried about future prospects for doing so. This is strongly linked to financial access to food, though clearly overlaps in areas with the concept of food deserts as they both consider access.

This research will, however, approach food deserts primarily from a distance-based perspective towards access to fresh food in order to fit with the scope and time constraints of the study, allowing for further research to consider other complexities surrounding food deserts. It is key to acknowledge that it is not only supermarkets that provide fresh food, but also specialist and local stores. For the purposes of this study, and based on the pertaining

---

28 Apparicio, Cloutier, and Shearmur, “The case of Montreal’s missing food deserts.”
31 Smith and Thompson, *Food deserts and food insecurity in the UK.*
32 Shaw, “Food deserts”.
33 Apparicio, Cloutier, and Shearmur, “The case of Montreal’s missing food deserts.”
literature, the definition of food deserts will be areas that fall beyond a 500m radius of fresh food grocers, classified as having “poor access” to fresh food. Finally, the research will approach this complex issue in the context of Greater Manchester to adequately identify the importance of addressing food deserts in Harpurhey, Manchester and more broadly in unequal regions of the UK.
**Methodology**

The methodology aimed to examine the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on food provision providers in Greater Manchester, especially those situated in food deserts. The methodology also aimed to identify key barriers to accessing fresh food and uncover experiences of accessing food during the COVID-19 pandemic.

**Method of Data Collection and Sampling**

To understand food access at a local level, workers at food banks and food clubs in Greater Manchester were interviewed. Interviewees were selected based on their professional involvement in food procurement, food banks, and food clubs. Additionally, some interviewees were chosen based on their academic research into food poverty, food insecurity and food deserts. Thus, the data collected represented a range of perspectives and experiences regarding food poverty in Greater Manchester.

Nine interviews were conducted, which each lasted approximately 30-45 minutes. The number of interviews was restricted by logistical barriers such as response rate and completion deadlines. There are advantages and disadvantages to the small sample size used in this research. The ability to construct broadly applicable conclusions from the data collected was hindered by a small sample size. However, a fully representative set of data on experiences of and perspectives on food poverty in Greater Manchester is beyond the scope of this research. Rather, the research aimed to develop a detailed understanding of subjective, personal experiences and perspectives on food poverty. For this research, a smaller sample size was advantageous because it allowed each interview to be longer and of greater depth.

**Survey Design**

Qualitative interviewing was selected for this research because it provides “uniquely privileged data, grounded in biographical experiences and social contexts” that is conducive to a comprehensive understanding of food deserts.\(^\text{34}\) A semi-structured interview approach –

---

where some questions were established before the interview, and further questions were devised during the interview in response to the interviewee – enabled interviewees to delve into their specialities and elaborate on their thoughts. This productive dialogue was facilitated using prompts during the interviews, which allowed the interviewer to explore certain themes in more detail.35

**Ethical Considerations**

Interviewees were contacted through email and through social media platforms, including Linkedin. Interviewees were provided with a Participant Information Sheet (PIS) containing information about the purpose of the research and its implications for their personal data. An ethics process was undertaken prior to the research to protect interviewees’ personal data, which consisted of their names, organisation names, job roles, and personal opinions. Data was collected and stored in accordance with the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and Data Protection Act 2018, with the Peterloo Institute as Data Controller for this research. The research was deemed medium risk due to the sensitive nature of the topic, and it was decided that the data collected would be anonymised.

**Evaluation**

Although qualitative semi-structured interviews were a suitable approach for this research – facilitating depth of understanding and productive rapport between interviewer and interviewee – one drawback was the absence of quantitative data to widen the applicability of the research. For example, triangulation is a quantitative practice that improves the credibility of research.36 A quantitative element would aid a more rigorous exploration of food deserts in Greater Manchester. However, previous quantitative research has identified the existence and character of food deserts such that it is possible to draw on this data within this research. Thus, interviews with food poverty experts and mapping of the food desert problem in Harpurhey were appropriate approaches, offering meaningful insight into the occurrence and impacts of food deserts and food insecurity in Greater Manchester.


The research originally aimed to address only Harpurhey in Manchester, through interviews and mapping. However, due to the limited availability of organisations in Harpurhey, the scope of the research was expanded to encompass organisations across Greater Manchester. This wider scope was useful because it offered a wider view of food desserts, enabling different localities to be compared. Furthermore, data from a wider range of organisations that are responsible for a wider range of programs was able to be collected within the new scope.

In summary, nine qualitative semi-structured interviews, lasting around 30-45 minutes, were conducted to gain in-depth knowledge of food deserts and food insecurity. Additionally, mapping was conducted of the Harpurhey area to illustrate the geographic extent of the food desert issue and to highlight hotspots.
Findings and Discussion

Introduction
To explore food insecurity in Greater Manchester, interviews were carried out with key relevant actors in this field. A total of nine interviews were conducted with a variety of workers from charities and poverty action groups. The design of interviews followed four principles.

1. Firstly, to gain a real understanding into why food insecurity and deserts exist.
2. Secondly to understand how it has been affected by the pandemic.
3. Thirdly what has been done to aid the situation.
4. Fourthly what policies ought to be implemented to really solve it.

This section will be a full analysis of the interviews having collated all responses.

1) Analysis

Food Deserts
Most participants understood food deserts. Participant 1 stated they “ought to be addressed” as they are where food insecurity is more likely to happen. There is indeed a need for a definition, as there was not a clear and shared one by the participants. One of the key points brought up by participants was the fact that there is no demand for fresh food in food deserts. Consequently, there is also a lack of supply in the stores of the area. In the words of participant 5 “people [who live in food deserts] are less likely to buy fresh produce, these shops are going to be less likely to stock them”. There were various reasons pointed out explaining why the residents do not purchase these foods. Price unaffordability appeared a couple of times, where it was discussed, that people would rather have frozen food than fresh fruit and veg (Participants 3 and 7), as it is understood as cheaper. Consequently, this lack of demand, described by Participant 1 as “absolutely empty”, is not profitable for supermarkets and they close. So, there is “barely any available fresh food” (Participant 9). Sometimes “you have no access to other than a corner shop” (Participant 3) where they do not have fresh fruit and vegetables due to, again, no demand.

While participants had differing understanding/relationships with food deserts, all participants recognised that they are rooted in geography. For instance, Participant 4 stated that “there are big differences between different bits of Manchester”, a point mirrored in
Participant 9’s testimony that there is a “real disparity between populations”. Both accounts touched on the fact that food deserts are more likely to be in the densely-populated and deprived areas. One of the participants had carried out a research project that “found potential food deserts” (Participant 9) in Greater Manchester. The areas mentioned were North Manchester (e.g. Harpurhey), East (Wythenshawe) and South (Chorlton). In summary, most deprived areas are more likely to have food deserts. A recurring theme were the barriers to physical access such as the lack and cost of transport, time and income (Participant 1). This was defined by one participant as the “poverty tax” (Participant 2).

**Deprived Areas**

Regarding the food poverty situation before Covid, there were a few recurring themes highlighted in the interviews. Firstly, many of the interviewees noted that, as well as general difficulties in accessing food, there are additional barriers to accessing nutritious and healthy food and to making nutritious, well-balanced meals, as these are often more complex and time-consuming (Participant 4). Participants 3 and 4 emphasised that many people lack the skills needed to cook complicated, healthy meals, which raises the question of whether people, particularly those living alone, have the motivation to make something complicated, instead preferring a quicker, easier but less healthy option.

Another theme raised was the issue of time poverty, which was discussed by Participant 6 as something often accompanying financial poverty; if you are working multiple jobs or unsociable hours, or working while looking after young children, it becomes much more difficult to find time to cook complex meals. What is more, a scarcity of time comes into contention with an individual’s ability to prepare food especially if someone lacks cooking utensils or a fully functional kitchen (Participant 9). Participant 7 summarises, “you can hand over someone an aubergine, but then if they take it home and throw it in the bin, you haven't helped them”. This quote highlights the time, skills, resources, and motivation necessary to cook meals using fresh fruit and vegetables. This perhaps explains the lack of demand in stores, leading to food deserts where it is then inaccessible.

Location can act as a huge barrier to accessing healthier food. An individual’s proximity to a supermarket, which are essential for providing cheaper and varied products, can often determine their ability to access these options. In areas classed as ‘food deserts’, where housing is a significant distance away from stores with fresh fruit and vegetables, it is
often the case that households are unable to access cheaper and varied produce. The ways in which location acted as a barrier to access was discussed by participants. Participants 6 and 9 highlighted how not having access to a car or having mobility issues compounds one’s ability to drive or travel to a supermarket. Participant 9 raised the point that many local corner shops are unable to compete with the prices of big supermarkets. A point echoed by Participant 6, who said that this amounts to a ‘poverty premium’, that is, “if you ... live in a poor area, and you've not got the car ... you’ve got much less choice, and you're gonna pay a lot more, even though ... you may be in much greater need.” (Participant 6).

It became clear from the interviews that food poverty does not operate in isolation. But rather, it is linked to broader financial poverty, time poverty and mental and physical health (Participants 3 and 8). This means that the causes of food poverty do not occur in isolation. Austerity-era policies, such as reductions in benefits and a low minimum wage in the U.K. have contributed to increases in food poverty in the last decade (Participants 2 and 3). Areas affected by such policies, driven into greater poverty, thus suffer from food poverty. This cyclical relationship was summed up neatly by Participant 3, who said, “if you've got areas, which (where) people are less likely to buy fresh produce, those shops are going to be less likely to stock them” (Participant 3).

These varied problems worsened for many during Covid-19 Lockdowns. For example, it caused more people to rely on online shopping, particularly if they were in isolation or shielding, which further excluded those without internet access or bank accounts (Participant 3). In addition to this, many food banks or food provision projects closed, reducing access at a crucial time (Participant 6). Though food parcel provision schemes alleviated the worst effects of these closures, the social or community aspects of pre-lockdown food projects were lost.

**Supply, Demand, and Skillset**

Throughout the interviews, it was possible to see the supply and demand, both in supermarkets and food aid, as a key theme surrounding food deserts. Within supermarkets, participants discussed how stores will not stock fresh fruit and vegetables if there is no demand for these items, or if they cannot make enough profit from them to justify it. One participant noted that fresh fruit is often not seen as essential, “It's not on an essential food list. So therefore, when money is low, that will be one of the first things what (that) bites the
dust” (Participant 5). This highlights one reason why less affluent areas are at a higher risk of becoming food deserts if people cannot afford to buy fresh fruit and vegetables, the stores will stop selling them because the demand and profit are not there. The participant highlighted however that this can be linked to a lack of education in food because “If you know how to cook with fruit and veg, that (way) you can make cheap meals as well” (Participant 5), which suggests that given more education, less affluent areas would purchase the fresh fruit and vegetables, creating the demand necessary. Similarly, it was noted that in food aid, specifically a grocer organisation, when the fruit and vegetables were not free, customers instead stocked up on other staples, and there would not be a demand for this.

Participant 3 explained how the items that those using food aid found accessible and knew how to use, such as tinned food and frozen foods, would get taken much before any fruit and vegetables. They went on to discuss how uncommon vegetables would be left, as people did not know what to do with them, “celeriac sweet potatoes, it was like, I don't want to take that because I don't know what to do with it”, which highlights again the education aspect affecting the demand on fresh fruit and vegetables. Further, it was discussed by multiple participants that those using food aid would opt for frozen chips rather than potatoes because it is seen as quicker and easier, highlighting a lessened demand for fresh fruit and vegetables than might be in an affluent household with more time. This refers to how food aid and being in poverty can perpetuate unhealthy lifestyles, where fresh fruit and vegetables cannot be a priority there are “neighbourhoods with the highest obesity. The poorest health related to lifestyle” (Participant 5), as much of the food being taken from food aid is unhealthy, and there is not the finance or education necessary to add fresh fruit and vegetables to the essential list, despite the detrimental effects on their lives.37

**Other Aspects**

Another area discussed by the participants was the environmental dimensions of food insecurity, especially in the wake of the pandemic. Participant 7 brought this issue to the forefront of discussion with the point that the escalating poverty levels following the lockdown in March 2020 removed some of the impetus to improve sustainability and reduce overproduction. They said, “I think we're looking at the social because of the pandemic quite a lot (...). The pandemic is the obvious immediate worry for everyone. And it's made food

poverty far worse”. This point about prioritising people at the expense of sustainability highlights the importance of getting food to people over the past 18 months, as there has been no choice but to deal with the present situation, Participant 5 shared this view, “the priority of the environmental aspects probably is declined or isn't at the forefront of people's minds...delivering that immediate need.”.

However, some of the participants argued that in the wake of Covid-19, there will be a shift back towards considering the environmental implications of food insecurity. For example, Participant 3 discussed how food aid which uses surplus food can indirectly help the environment. They said, “throwing it (surplus food) away causes landfill problems, landfills cause climate change. So, by helping us take projects, you are helping save the planet.” (Participant 3).

On the other hand, Participant 5 suggested that surplus food on balance presented a greater danger to the environment. They raised the point that certain foods are “knowingly overproduced” and asked, “is food aid perpetuating the overproduction of food?”, which highlights how food made for brand awareness can land in food aid which allows the cycle of overproduction to continue. Vitally, this is often unhealthy food which perhaps makes the situation worse for those requiring food aid, perpetuating unhealthy lifestyles.

**Recommendations**

Numerous policy suggestions were made throughout the interview process. Participant 7 emphasised the importance of policies that create autonomy, stating that this is one benefit of giving people money rather than subsidising outgoings. He emphasised that, while there is a plethora of prejudicial “horror stories about what poor people might do if they’re given money”, these are unrealistic, and people need to be able to decide for themselves whether they are prioritising food or rent and so on this week.

However, policy recommendations mustn't only consider the short term. As Participant 9 summarises “it's not just about firefighting, it's not just about emergency supervision, it's about helping people but tackling the root cause”. This involves an approach that includes “benefits advice, debt advice, housing support, employment skills training & opportunities, or routes into employment’ (Participant 2). Countering food poverty involves more than simply providing food, it involves upskilling, counselling, and building community
links and support networks (Participant 7). Participant 8 similarly emphasises that the provision of advice alongside the material provision is essential.

The interviews also emphasised the importance of coordination among the food provision efforts in Greater Manchester. As Participant 6 summarised “there are lots of people doing lots of things, but it's not always that coordinated or targeted”. Consequently, there is a need for monitoring programmes, collecting data, etc. Similarly, Participant 8 recommends a coordinated and clear approach to get comprehensive data, suggesting a UK-wide yearly data collection survey to ensure an efficient and targeted tackling of food poverty.

The role of supermarkets repeatedly occurred in the interviews, both in a positive and negative light. The essential roles that supermarkets play in providing cheap and varied food emphasised the need for supermarkets in areas that currently lack access. Participant 6 suggested an incentive programme to increase supermarkets in food deserts: “if you're going to allow a supermarket to set up, you know, in certain areas, maybe can there be some sort of licensing or requirements and to also ensure that they establish a presence in some of the communities that is probably the market forces are to do out” (Participant 6). However, Participant 1 stated that cases of incentivising supermarkets in the U.S. hadn’t had much success. Alternatively, Participant 1 emphasises the significant waste produced by supermarkets, particularly own-labelled food brands, and those laws which prevent fine quality consumable goods from being discarded could be essential to providing more food sources for food provision organisations.

**Conclusion**

In conclusion, it is evident that food poverty does not exist independently, but instead in conjunction with financial and time poverty often as well as poor mental and physical health. Food deserts materialise in areas that supermarkets deem unprofitable and further food insecurity in these areas. The issue of food poverty is also in part due to a lack of knowledge regarding diet and neglect of the importance of fresh fruit and vegetables but also due to their relative expense. These troubles were exacerbated even further during the pandemic thanks to lost income and the lack of internet access that many faced, preventing them from arranging delivery of groceries. In terms of combating food insecurity, food banks could be better equipped to serve people if legislation was made to reduce the powers that supermarkets have
in discarding perfectly edible food. From a longer-term perspective, benefits advice and upskilling services already exist but there is room for improving the uptake of these services, this way people gain access to the maximum amount of income that they are due and provide themselves ways to gain better paying employment that could drag them out of the financial circumstances that they find themselves in.

2) Areas of Concern

In reviewing the research conducted, it is possible to surmise this into the problems that must be addressed reflecting the findings discussed. This has been categorised into three types:

1. The direct issues of food deserts,
2. The wider problems related to food deserts,
3. The effects of COVID-19 on this issue.

1) Direct Issues of Food Deserts

In the research, it was established that food deserts are defined as areas that have a lack of access to cheap and healthy fresh fruit and vegetables and restricted access to supermarkets. This itself brings with it issues of nutrition for people of all ages. Participants highlighted problems with low nutrition and access being restricted to unhealthy and quick foods, causing obesity and malnutrition.

Similarly, areas that can be classified as food deserts are disproportionately deprived areas, and these residents then face additional charges in accessing food, often referred to under the ‘poverty tax’. This can be due to travel costs to supermarkets, or higher prices in convenience stores, and disproportionately affects people with mobility issues or without cars. This must be addressed by ensuring that everyone has easy access to fresh fruit and vegetables.

However, it was also mentioned that food poverty does not operate in isolation. It is linked more broadly to financial poverty, time poverty, and poor mental and physical health. This can mean that there is less time and money to make complex healthy meals. This highlights that in situations where there is access to fresh fruit and vegetables, it is still likely not going to be chosen, which affects the supply and demand in stores cycling to food deserts once more. This is because individuals living in poverty do not have the time to cook
complex meals, perhaps due to jobs or responsibilities. Additionally, participants mentioned the skills required to cook healthy meals, which may never have been taught, leaving the individual's best option to choose the food that is fast, cheap, and easy. This can be addressed by ways of cooking classes and food provision services, such as the food clubs from which some participants were involved in. The success stories demonstrated the possibilities of more nutritional and accessible options, although there is a need for more preventative approaches.

2) Wider Problems of Food Provision Linked with Food Deserts
Speaking to the problems of food poverty and provision more widely, participants noted the need for policies that focus on long-term solutions and tackling the root of the problem and addressing this. For example, there must be services that do not remove autonomy, many food provision services only support those in poverty by subsidising particular items rather than increasing their total wealth and addressing the problem with low income. This removes the ability to choose how to use their resources and does not address the cause of the problem. This leaves individuals using food banks very regularly rather than as a crisis measure. As well as this, it was mentioned that in relation to food provision there is an issue with how supermarkets will give to food banks. Many supermarkets refuse to send their unwanted food to food banks with their branding on the product. This would then cost a manufacturer to change any labelling and makes donations more difficult. Therefore, it is less likely that food banks will receive them. Alternatively, participants highlighted that there are products made solely for brand awareness that the company knows will not sell, leaving this on its way to food banks, as this food was made to be wasted. Hence, it is vital to make policies that decrease preventable food waste and allow unwanted food to go straight to food banks.

3) How COVID-19 Affected Food Poverty
During the multiple national lockdowns due to COVID-19, food provisions were required to change to accommodate the crisis. Reliance on online shopping for many during the lockdown excluded those without bank accounts or internet access highlighting an important factor affecting the access that people have to food. As well as this, food provision services changed massively during COVID-19 to focus on crisis services, leaving many long-term and preventative measures on the sidelines. Due to the urgency to get food to people in food crisis, food banks had to act in this mode. However, it is vital to reinforce those preventative
measures in food provision to begin a decrease in food poverty rather than ‘firefighting’ as one interviewee put it. Finally, participants mentioned a lack of coordination between services and a huge increase in food provision services to combat the crisis. However, this must be made more clear, communicative, and accessible to create a strong network of food provisions that can work together to help and prevent food poverty.
Policy Recommendations

1) A Review of Previous Literature

The current policy-based literature regarding food poverty makes numerous policy suggestions. These are vital to consider and can be split into proposals that focus on preventative measures, long-term solutions, or immediate crisis provision.

**Preventative Measures**

Due to the extensive funding and organisation and the necessary long-term stability of preventative measures, many of these recommendations fall under the remit of national and/or local government. The themes recur within the existing literature on preventative policies: the need to recognise food insecurity as related to other forms of poverty and financial insecurity, the connection between food insecurity and the welfare system, and the importance of skills and training to prevent food poverty.

The literature recognises that food poverty does not operate in isolation from other types of poverty. Many aspects of life can influence experiences of food security/insecurity e.g. unemployment, low-paid or insecure employment, long-term physical or mental illness, expensive housing, and inadequate benefits.\(^{38}\) As Moore and Evans summarise: “Communities need increased access to high quality and affordable housing and opportunities for secure employment” if food insecurity is to be prevented.\(^{39}\) “Childcare as a barrier for parents/carers who want to return to work must also be addressed.”\(^{40}\) Furthermore, efforts are needed to combat the further costs that can be incurred by experiences of food insecurity or poverty more generally, often known as the ‘poverty premium’. Oxfam estimates that “those who are poorest pay an additional £490 per year on things like having to use a pre-payment meter to heat their homes, buying healthy food at local shops instead of being able to get to cheaper out of town supermarkets, and relying on expensive rent to own schemes to purchase...

---


\(^{40}\) Ibid.
household goods”. Consequently, policies that aim to tackle food poverty must take a holistic approach and recognise its interrelation with other experiences of poverty.

When considering preventative policies for food insecurity, the Fabian Commission, a food poverty commission set up by the Fabian Society, found that numerous governmental provision measures could significantly reduce food poverty. These included:

- An improved benefit system that countered the food poverty caused by delays or mistakes in the system or by individuals receiving sanctions.
- Establishing a minister with the responsibility to reduce food insecurity. This recommendation has also been made by Oxfam.

The Fabian Commission is not alone in highlighting the necessity of welfare reform in countering food poverty and insecurity. While this Autumn saw nearly 6 million people receive a significant cut in their universal credit benefits, numerous charities and food poverty organisations have highlighted the need for welfare reform, often in the form of a more empathetic system to counter food insecurity. Evans and Moore (2018) also highlight the need for clearer information for those eligible for benefits and support in claiming these. Lambie-Mumford argues that the state is moving away from its role to provide food to its citizens, causing an increase in food instability and reliance on the third sector and crisis provision. This shift, from food access is viewed as a human and citizen right to emergency food provision becoming the remit of charity is problematic, as access to charity “is not a...
right and accessible to all”, and decreases certainty around food provision.\textsuperscript{49} As a consequence Lambie-Mumford recommends that charities and NGOs work to ensure food is recognised as a right and a social good which is the responsibility of the state.\textsuperscript{50}

A final aspect of preventative policy that recurred both in the policy literature and in our research relates to skills and training. Hill, Goldberg, and Mitha’s report on behalf of Waltham Forest local council in London highlight the importance of building skills in cooking and budgeting.\textsuperscript{51} Similarly, a policy brief on behalf of the University of Leeds highlights the importance of “lifestyle behaviours” and “cooking skills” being developed from an early age.\textsuperscript{52} Providing people with the necessary skills is central to empowering people. However, it is vital that this focus on skills doesn’t form a deficit approach to the causes of poverty: an approach in which those in poverty are constructed as being so as they are ‘lacking’, whether this is lacking skills in budgeting, cooking, or any other area. This approach is problematic and can lead to victim-blaming. Nonetheless, it remains a common approach and narrative in the popular imagination. For example; in 2013, Michael Gove, then education secretary, speaking about food banks, claimed that families are forced to use food banks because of their own “decisions” and because of an inability to “manage their own finances”.\textsuperscript{53} Policies based of such a deficit approach can remove agency from people experiencing poverty e.g. by offering subsidisations on particular items rather than increased incomes, in a way that removes peoples control over their own spending patterns, and consequently such policies should replaced with those that work to provide agency to those they assist, whether through skill or material support.

**Long-Term Solutions**

Providing long-term solutions for food insecurity requires making solutions that are sustainable and coordinated. These policy recommendations tend to focus on a broader range of actors than the crisis provision recommendations including local and national governments and food insecurity charities and organisations. The need for a coordinated approach, something that was also highlighted in our research, means that partnership underlies much of
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these recommendations. Hill, Goldberg and Mitha suggest a food partnership made up of all the relevant stakeholders, including third sector organisations, community groups and relevant professionals in health, schools/education. Linked to this need for coordination, Hill, Goldberg and Mitha emphasise the importance of relevant organisations identifying those at risk of poverty and being equipped to signpost them to the relevant services. While it is vital that support is in place, it is also vital that people know how to access this support. Lambie-Mumford expands the actors usually included in food security partnerships to include the food industry, arguing that their role should increase from ad hoc support of charity projects to “part of its corporate social responsibility. The industry – specifically retailers – should also look at fairness across their food chains”. In regards to food deserts in particular, Hill, Goldberg and Mitha recognise the need for increased access to healthy food. One such approach would involve the local council supporting the local community to increase community food growing programmes and places, particularly in areas which currently lack healthy foods. As well as providing a continual supply of sustainable healthy foods, this approach would have the additional benefits of creating social spaces which could also offer informal support and advice e.g. regarding cooking with the food, and combat the social isolation which becomes more prevalent with poverty. However, the quantity of food produced through community food growing, and the time which it would take to produce such food may limit the impact of such projects. Evans and Moore instead argue for “national policies regulating the density of fast-food outlets or food retail access”, to manage both the high concentration of unhealthy food and the lack of supermarkets that often characterise low income areas.

Another important aspect of long-term solutions, and one that was repeatedly highlighted in our research, was the need for high quality and comprehensive information, based on which policies can be formed. For example, Lucas et al emphasise the need, going
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forward, for standardised measures of food poverty. As a result of the need for high quality and unified information, the Fabian Commission recommended an inquiry into the processes which cause the ‘poverty premium’ or ‘poverty tax’, which makes essential living costs more expensive for those experiencing poverty. It is often suggested that extensive data collection or research efforts, such as this one recommended by the Fabian Commission, need to be the responsibility of the government to ensure a singular and extensive nation-wide information collection.

**Crisis Provision**

Crisis provision usually involves short-term but essential provision that meets an immediate need e.g. providing food through a foodbank. Successful crisis provision needs to fully meet the need and be easily accessible, often at short notice, and remain so for as long as it is needed by the service user. Sellick emphasises the importance of reducing stigma around accessing crisis provisions to allow them to be fully utilised. Hill, Goldberg and Mitha develop this point finding it necessary that “support is delivered in a non-stigmatising and dignified way”. As with the other stages of support, it is necessary that information regarding crisis provision is clear, widely known and coordinated. Consequently, Hill, Goldberg and Mitha advocate a singular and centralised source of information, to provide people with clear and up to date signposting.

Lambie-Mumford argues that food provision through a way other than conventional grocery shopping is heavily constructed as an ‘other’ system, in which the recipients are classed as the ‘needy’ and thus not afforded the same privileges as those accessing their food through shopping. For example the food bank recipient lacks the same control and choice over the food they gain, being ‘given’ rather than ‘getting’ food, and thus having an inactive role. Similarly, while the food industry works to make the consumer experience as convenient as possible, “recipients of emergency food have, on occasion, to go to significant lengths to obtain this food, including referral procedures and physically accessing projects in
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specific places and at specific times”. While recognising the vital role that crisis provision currently fills, Lambie-Mumford argues that policy must work to return agency and choice to those experiencing food insecurity. Ultimately, they argue this must be done by recognising food as a human right and returning the responsibility for providing food, either directly or indirectly through increased incomes, employment and welfare, to the state. Lucas et al similarly recognise the lack of agency involved in receiving food parcels, but rather than suggesting that this means food provision can only be the role of the state, they suggest that “[t]he food charity sector should reduce reliance on donated food as the main form of food welfare for vulnerable groups, and follow innovation in the use of cash, vouchers and subsidies to increase choice and empowerment”.

2) Consequent Policy Recommendations

As a result of our research and preceding review of existing literature, this project makes the following recommendations:

1. Preventative measures:
   - A mass data collection effort and comprehensive monitoring programme
   - A recognition that food insecurity works in conjunction with many other aspects of poverty and can cause further expenses and the promotion of holistic policy based on this recognition.

2. Long-term solutions:
   - Widely accessible advice and training e.g., employment skills training and housing support.
   - Provision of financial support that doesn’t limit autonomy.

3. Crisis measures:
   - A comprehensive signposting effort to ensure those who require crisis support know about it and how to access it.
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Conclusion

This research has aimed to explore the changes and responses to food poverty regarding COVID-19 in Greater Manchester through a specific focus on food deserts. By examining the impact of the pandemic on food provision and providers, it has helped to identify the key barriers in accessing fresh food and produced subsequent policy recommendations with the intention of helping to remedy food insecurity. It finds that uneven outcomes reflect a structurally inequal system with ward level disparities operating to impede access to food in a self-inflicting cycle whereby lack of demand, due to factors such as a lack of financial power, produces a subsequent lack of supply which, paradoxically, further reduces demand and creates self-sustaining food deserts. While food deserts emerge in areas deemed unprofitable by supermarkets, it is also observed that geographical limitations exist concurrently with other socio-economic barriers; price unaffordability, lack and cost of transport, and a deficit in the awareness and skills required to prepare healthy and nutritious meals.

This research has thus highlighted the inherent interconnectedness of supply and demand, wherein the solution to food insecurity and the emergence of food deserts cannot be reduced to merely a solitary action. Instead, policy suggestions made in this report have attempted to recognise that the causality behind food poverty, and more specifically food deserts, is attributable to a multitude of social and material forces. It is therefore important to highlight the need for a clearly defined definition of food deserts, due to lack of a clearly established definition, and to facilitate the continued monitoring and data collection with regard to food inaccessibility; another proposal forwarded in this report.

The urgency and worsening of food unavailability during the COVID-19 pandemic helped draw attention to a number of worrying trends, and demanded a shift in focus of actors concerned with food provision towards short-term crisis mitigation. This took place at the expense of the development of long-term preventative measures aiming to tackle the root cause of food poverty and insecurity. Moreover, trends in welfare reform, and government reluctance to take up the reins of tackling the issue of food poverty has meant that crisis provision has largely fallen to the remit of charities.74 Coupled with a commercial and
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legislative structure encouraging preventable food waste e.g., supermarket donations to food banks and branding issues, this demonstrates structural causes behind food poverty.

Food poverty points to the need for policies that encourage and respect the autonomy of individuals and a system that allows for personal choice and individual/family level prioritisation concerning food. This is opposed to the current system where crisis provisions were found to be used on a regular long-term basis; demonstrating a failure to tackle the root issue of low income. Countering food poverty involves more than simply providing food, and should be supplementary to, but not replacive of a more wide-ranging approach including debt and benefits advice and support in housing and employment. Besides placing increased importance on skills and training, preventative policies need to recognise food insecurity as related to financial insecurity and other forms of poverty, as well as acknowledge the connection between food insecurity and the inadequacies of the welfare system.


